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Organizers

Location
The class session will be held in the
GDI Gottlieb Duttweiler Institute in
Rüschlikon/Zurich/CH www.gdi.ch

Accomodation
Hotel Sedartis, Thalwil/Zurich, CHF215 /
night excl. breakfast, www.sedartis.ch

Hotel Belvoir, Rüschlikon/Zurich, CHF230 /
night excl. breakfast, www.hotel-belvoir.ch

Hotel Alexander, Thalwil/Zurich,
CHF185 - 270 / night incl. breakfast,
www.alexander-am-zuerichsee.ch

Price
The fee for the Three Day Certificate
Program including all course materials,
3 luncheon and 1 dinner.

1st Person: CHF 1,900
2nd Person, etc.: 10% discount
from one company

Course Content
“The New Logic Begins with the Assumption that Management Systems, Processes,
and Strategic Structures Can Be the Keys to Building Competitive Advantage if they
Allow an Organization to Perform in a Way that Competitors Cannot.”

Edward E. Lawlor III / From the Ground Up

This highly interactive seminar offers participants the chance to gain a full understanding
of the breadth of competitive challenges, possibilities, opportunities and risks in multi-
unit restaurant management. Industry case studies are used extensively to facilitate
discussion. The multi-unit restaurant enterprise may take many forms. What is common
to all of these organizations is a complex structure with success factors that are
different than those traditionally associated with single-unit restaurants.

By the end of the course participants will have achieved a mastery of the complexities
of multi-unit management. They will possess a set of skills intended to make them
better prepared for a successful career in multi-unit restaurant management.

Who Should Attend
Multi-unit managers, area managers and restaurant general managers who want
to move to the next level of corporate restaurant managers (no suppliers).

Faculty
Prof. Christopher Muller (Boston University) is a leading academic expert in the field
of chain restaurant management. His research has focused on multi-unit restaurant
brand management; chain restaurant organization development and growth and the
training of multi-unit managers.
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by Prof. Dr. Christopher Muller
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Information & Booking

Content information: Booking information:

cmuller@bu.edu Brigitte.Fischer@gdi.ch

david.bosshart@gdi.ch Fon +41.44.724 62 66

gretel.weiss@dfv.de www.efss.ch/seminars

Course Objectives
By the end of this course, participants
will be able to:

� Define the set of skills that are

necessary for a new multi-unit manager

to achieve success

� Apply key success factors for

restaurant organization growth

� Facilitate the move from entrepreneurial

to professional management

� Develop competitive strategies for each

restaurant segment in the current

world marketplace

Participant Benefits
Every attendee will gain new:

� Knowledge of their own company

growth opportunities

� Skills in creating strategies for company

growth and professional development

� Behaviors that will reward their

organizations with high value-added

critical thinking

22 to 24 May 2012 – Zurich, Switzerland:

Successful Multi-Unit Restaurant Management:
Growth, Development & Control

Topical Details for the Daily Sessions
Introduction to Multi-Unit Concepts
� Risk, Opportunity Exploitation, 6 Keys for Success

Restaurant Company Growth and Development
� Managing Your Growth, Challenges of Size, 8 Critical Factors,

Matching Management Style to Organizational Type

Multi-Unit Restaurant Lifecycles
� The 5 Stages of Restaurant Lifecycles

Multi-Unit Conflict Model
� Perceptions among the Layers of the Multi-Unit Organization

Quick Service Process Design & Restaurant Evolution
� Highlights of Production and Changing Markets

‘The European Decade’
� The Evolution of the European Restaurant Industry

Managing the Multi-Unit Manager Development Plan
� The District Manager Project, Hierarchy of Management Development

Moving From Being a ‘Fire-fighter’ to Being a ‘Professional’ Manager
� The 5 ‘Personalities’ of Development

Key Success Factors for the Multi-Unit Manager
� The 5 Phases of a Multi-Unit Manager’s Role

WhatTransforms a Manager into a Leader
� What Makes a Manager Great?, Tactics of Great Managers
� The 3 Roles You Play, Leaders Create a Vision
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